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Cabinet Brothers Downers Grove IL 60515
Company ID: 6367914

Reviews 

Get notified when a review is received!

 Help

Your Reviews

Services Performed: Yes

Member: Kenlyn Nash-Demeter

SUGAR GROVE, IL 60554

Categories: Cabinet Making
Countertops
Remodeling - Kitchen & Bathroom

Work Completed Date: September 19, 1996

Hire Again: Yes

Approximate Cost: $5,000.00

Description Of Work: This was a stellar experience from beginning to end.  Large range

of products to choose from.
Prompt  courteous service,job completed on time.  The design work
was great.  Its a small kitchen, I wanted a dishwasher that needed

to fit in a small area.  I have one, that is the envy of some of my

widow friends, who also have small kitchens.  My kitchen flows into
a dinning room, the design and flow of the two rooms is lovely and
attractive.  The appliances, cabinets, counter tops and all the extras
are wonderful and a perfect fit.  I love it all.  I highly recommend
Cabinet Brothers.  Quality, service, integrity, price, the extra touch,
they have it all.
I occupy the lower level of a large 3  story home with a walk out

lower level.  There was not a kitchen on my level.  So the design and
installation had specific details and requirements.  All of which were
met.  Started on time finished in a timely manner.  Workers were
neat and polite.
Working with Cabinet Brothers was a REAL TREAT.

Member Comments: The overall experience was perfect!  Everything was completed on
time and as I had envisioned it.

Overall A
Price A
Quality A

Responsiveness A
Punctuality A
Professionalism A

Member: Debra Augustyn

CHICAGO, IL 60631
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Services Performed: Yes

CHICAGO, IL 60631

Categories: Cabinet Making
Countertops
Remodeling - Kitchen & Bathroom

Work Completed Date: July 30, 2012

Hire Again: Yes

Approximate Cost: $1,200.00

Description Of Work: My kitchen was in need of remodeling, it was completely gutted.  I
needed cabinets and a counter top.  Because of the size of my
kitchen I needed assistance with how to get the most storage
space out of the room.  Cabinet Brothers designed an efficient
situation for my kitchen.

Member Comments: It went very well, I have a very small kitchen and most show rooms
and magazine examples show for very large kitchens.  Cabinet
Brothers assisted me in finding and choosing exactly the right fit for
my kitchen with the cabinets and the counter top.  They were there to

answer all of my questions and were happy to assist with all of my
concerns.  I found them to be extremely professional.  I am happy

with the work provided as well as with the cost and will definitely
use them in the future and I would recommend them to others.

Overall A
Price A
Quality A
Responsiveness A
Punctuality A
Professionalism A

Services Performed: Yes

Chicago, IL 60630

Category: Remodeling - Kitchen & Bathroom

Work Completed Date: June 15, 2008

Last Modified Date: November 21, 2012

Hire Again: Yes

Approximate Cost: $15,000.00

Home Build Year: 1929

Description Of Work: Len designed the kitchen exactly how my husband and I wanted it
and was very attentive to specific details.  We were going for a retro

50's look for half of the kitchen and it turned out awesome!  We
always get compliments on our kitchen when we have guests. 

Member Comments: The whole experience was wonderful, from the first phone call to the

installation and the final product.  Customer service at Cabinet
Brothers is terrific. 

Overall A
Price A

Quality A
Responsiveness A

Punctuality A

Professionalism A

Services Performed: Yes

Member: Mario Ybanez

Streamwood, IL 60107

Category: Cabinet Making

Work Completed Date: October 10, 2012

Last Modified Date: December 04, 2012

Hire Again: Yes

Approximate Cost: $8,000.00

Overall A
Price A
Quality A
Responsiveness A
Punctuality A

Professionalism A

* More Weight is given to
a review where work has

been completed.

Review Date: November 19, 2012

* More Weight is given to
a review where work has

been completed.

Review Date: November 16, 2012

* More Weight is given to
a review where work has

been completed.

5436 

Member: Tiff Hoeger
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Home Build Year: 1950

Description Of Work: My wife and myself went to many big box stores ( Home
Depot,Lowes Menard's and so on ) looking to replace our out dated
kitchen cabinets.The service and knowledge of the employees at
these stores is not very good, at all,and the prices for the quality of

the cabinets is way off.Cheap cabinets and big price and the
smaller stores we went to had better cabinets but bigger prices.
A friend of mine told me about Cabinet Brothers and I was a little
leery but he told me I would not be disappointed.So we took a

chance and went to their showroom and I was really surprised at
the many different selections of cabinets and counter tops that they
had.Also they had all kinds of bathroom cabinets and accessories
My wife wanted white cabinets and they sure have a lot of different
colors of white cabinets with glazing or no glazing .To me white is
white but not to my wife..I can say she went through all the different
shades and the selection was big.

I was sure the salesman Lenny was his name was going to throw
us out of the store with all the time my wife was taking, but he was
so nice and polite and had the answer to everything we asked him
,this guy knows his stuff.
Our salesman came up with ideas that we didn't even think of, we
moved the stove and the fridge and managed to get two more
cabinets of extra storage.We had a set amount we were going to

spend and we were maxed out on just our kitchen existing cabinets
at the other stores.We are so thankful the prices were so
reasonable with Cabinet Brothers we even got to add a island and
stayed in our budget that really made me happy.
I must say we are so happy we got more quality and more cabinets

by going to Cabinet Brothers then any store we looked at and I
highly recommend them to everyone I know who is looking to
remodel their kitchen or bathroom.
My mother in law was looking for a new counter top and so I told her

about Cabinet Brothers so she went there, She was thrilled with the
selection of counter tops that she bought her quartz counter top
from them and has just raved about her salesman Glen and the
store, what a wonderful experience she had and the insulation it

was fast and the crew was very professional and how great
everything looks.

Member Comments: Go there and don't waste you time going anywhere else.

Member: Doug Stame

NAPERVILLE, IL 60565

Category: Cabinet Making

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED WHEN COMPLETING THIS REVIEW

How much did the final cost compare to the original estimate? right on

How does the value of the work compare to the price? I got more than my money's worth

How far in advance did you schedule the work? 1-2 weeks

Did you find the company through Angie's List? no

If no, what was the other source? A friend

Why did you choose this contractor? reputation

Have you used this company before? this is the first time I've used this company

What did you like most about this contractor? Two great guys and the rest of the people in the store are very friendly

What did you like least about this contractor? Nothing

What surprises came up during the course of the work? Nothing

What words of advice would you give other members considering this contractor? If your going to remodel you kitchen or bathroom this is the place for you.

What words of advice would you give this contractor? Great job

This is your space. Feel free to give us your two cents ... or quote your favorite movie? I am a big fan of this company they saved me money and made my wife
happy.

Review Date: November 16, 2012

2280 Ct.
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Services Performed: Yes

Work Completed Date: August 06, 2012

Last Modified Date: November 20, 2012

Hire Again: Yes

Approximate Cost: $3,000.00

Description Of Work: We recently replaced the cabinets in our kitchen.  We were looking

for a fully accredited/certified provider and found such with Cabinet

Brothers.  They were able to provide detailed design drawings

which made us feel comfortable with their expertise. We were able

to select our cabinets from a wide selection in terms of price and
quality.  The designer/salesperson was extremely knowledgeable

and responsive.  Though Cabinet Brothers does not perform

installation, they referred us to an installer who did an excellent job. 

I highly recommend Cabinet Brothers.

Member Comments: From start to finish, the process went very smoothly.

Overall A
Price A
Quality A

Responsiveness A

Punctuality A

Professionalism A

* More Weight is given to

a review where work has
been completed.
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